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Our Proposed Peace Plan Agreement
Between North Korea and the Outside World
Respectfully Presented to the Citizens of the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in General,
and to the North Korean Military in Specific.
A Timely Offering to the Proud People of that Long Oppressed Nation.
Because, their Time is Literally Running Out!
o

o

o

o

For the Preservation of the People of the North and South Korea.
The Prevention of Certain Horrific War Actions.
To Secure and Insure a Peaceful Future for all Koreans.
o

o

o

o
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Introduction – A Needless Crisis – A Worthless Dictator
It is acknowledged there will be those both in and out of government that will take great exception to
boldness of this document. Declaring that no regular citizen of any country has the right to seek to
intervene in a disagreement between two (2) or more nations – let alone in a potential military conflict.
Such people do have the right to their opinion, as do I. In America, We the People call it Freedom of
Speech…
However, when you observe a situation that realistically appears headed toward a horrific military
confrontation – a war that will surely cause the deaths countless numbers of civilian children, women, and
men to say nothing about the severe military losses – then, any approach that could avoid such a human
catastrophe should be attempted. It is the just the common sense and responsible thing to do.
The Proposed Peace Plan Agreement (Plan) offered herein, if accepted and strictly followed by the North
Korean Military (NKM), South Korea (SK), and the United States (US) will certainly bring the current
man-made crisis to a near term, if not immediate end! Once North Korea’s dictatorial roadblock has been
removed, the new NKM controlled government can be positively supported by the World (some 194
nations) in peacefully planning their nation’s and their fellow citizen’s future. The self-serving Kim
Family dictatorship will be ended after some 65 years of brutal rule over the North Korean (NK) people
and their military. The initial political and military atmosphere in NK during their national leadership
transition will certainly have its hard moments. However, North Koreans will then be allowed to
transition away from tyranny and begin to experience what is now unknown to its people – living in dayto-day peace…
o

o

o

o

The Plan detailed herein, if accepted and respectfully followed, will provide the framework for a long
lasting peace between the sovereign nations of North Korea, South Korea, and all other nations of an
anxious World. Further, it will insure positive and supportive trade and relations between NK, and a very
willing outside World.
To be clear, herein only the North Korean Military is recognized as representing the national government
of North Korea. Specifically, not their current dictator Kim Jong-Un (KJU). The US government is
identified as representing the other nations of the World. To be crystal clear, herein there are a few
specific and non-negotiable Expectations of the NKM. Those few, but firm Expectations must be met for
this Plan to become the immediate and long-term reality that it needs to be for the sake of the Koreas and
the World.
This Plan is fully intended to bring a controlled and near-term end the growing and dangerous military
confrontation between NK and the US. A confrontation that has solely been created by NK’s reckless
dictatorial leader KJU with his needless and globally unacceptable development of long-range, intercontinental missile and nuclear weapons capabilities. A fragile situation worsened in 2016 and 2017 by
KJU’s aggressive long-range missile and nuclear device development. NK’s missile and nuclear
technologies must and will be brought to a very near-term end. One way or another. A completely nonnuclear NK is the only acceptable end result. Again, from the World’s position that final outcome is nonnegotiable.
KJU is viewed by the World as an unstable and threatening character. The World is made uneasy with the
prospect of KJU and NK attaining nuclear weapons delivery capability. KJU’s recent aggressive missile
and nuclear testing actions, and his threatening rhetoric have strained the diplomatic interaction between
himself and US President Donald J. Trump (DJT). Both leaders have and are engaging in increasingly
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hostile and at times personally insulting rhetoric that serves no good purpose. Calmer minds must now
intervene on both sides to resolve this real threat to World peace and order.

The Earth’s Limited Nuclear Club
For the record, these are the nations that currently have nuclear weapons and the approximate number of
weapons each have in their arsenals: Russia (7,000), US (6,800), France (300), China (260), United
Kingdom (215), Pakistan (130), India (120), and Israel (80). Eight (8) nations in the Earth’s Nuclear Club
is more than enough. Thus far, those nations have acted to keep their nuclear capabilities under strict
control, they respect the horrific destructive power they command, and they do not threaten other nations
with such weaponry.
Historically, the US dropped the first two (2) and to date the only Atomic bombs on Japan in August of
1945. That action was taken in an effort to bring the long, bloody war with Japan to an abrupt end.
Which it did! The US government’s military priority was to prevent a direct assault on the Japanese
mainland. That horrific approach would have cost both nations horrendous casualties in their militaries,
as well as the lives of countless Japanese civilians. It is now over 72 years since the World witnessed the
overwhelming destructive power of an Atomic bomb detonation. Consider, that those two (2) bombs
were small in explosive payload compared to the gargantuan magnitude such weapons possess today.
Weapons that should never, ever be used. Or used to threaten other nations with.
We all realize that these are not the best of times in the World. Too many nations seem to be in a constant
state of alert, conflict or just plain war. Thus, in order to immediately and peacefully end this dangerous
military confrontation, this Plan is prudently and humbly offered to all parties – and the World. This
practical Plan needs to be embraced by all parties to prevent horrific human consequences, to at last bring
real peace to a long-troubled region of the world, and finally free the long-oppressed people of NK from
their latest supreme dictator!!
To be clear, only the NKM can initiate this Plan. Only they can make it a day-to-day reality for their
people and nation. This radical, yet at the same time incredibly practical Plan will bring rational closure
to the military crisis on the Korean Peninsula.

o

o

o

o
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Communicating the Peace Plan Agreement – The Fourth Estate is Hereby Challenged
In America, We the People and our very Democracy depend upon the free and open expression of our
opinion among the general public. We call the centerpiece of this critical Democratic function the Free
Press. The American Press has long been referred to as The Fourth Estate. An independent institution
that stands critical watch over our government. That objective, public oversite designed by the Founders
in order to protect the Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness that are our Rights as American citizens.
They have been doing a great job of that in 2017!
Therefore, US and World Press are hereby challenged and called out. This bold Peace Plan needs your
time and energy to gain public access in the news cycle, to quickly penetrate the NK news blockade, to
allow it to be debated in the World, and to become the World’s accepted resolution of the North Korean
“problem”.
This Peace Plan Agreement is initially being quietly, but tenaciously distributed to American, South
Korean, and World Press entities. It will be forwarded to governments and embassies in the US and
around the World. And to any group or organization interested in a thing called, “Peace”. Those that
receive the Plan are sincerely asked to please forward it or its good message as they so desire!
Of course, there is no free and direct access to the KJU controlled NK media, its military, and especially
to the general population. All NK borders are harshly guarded and known to be extremely difficult to
cross – either out or in. Thankfully, it is also known that members of the SK and NK militaries (at all
levels) do have regular covert contact with each other in spite of the strict controls by NK’s paranoid
dictator. It is also known that NKM leaders have access to American network and cable news
programming. Thus, there is good reason to believe that the realistic and encouraging content of this Plan
will reach inside NK to its oppressed military and people. That needs to happen rather quickly. Good
news will not be stopped! The World Press is challenged to make sure this happens!
Once this viable Plan becomes known to the NKM, the decision to act upon it will be strictly up to them.
It will be their bold choice to embrace this historic opportunity and free the people from their self-serving
dictator and prevent the horrific death and destruction that is most certainly headed their way.
Will it be one (1) brutal dictator or countless civilians, much of the NKM, and their families!
It is certainly their hard, yet simple choice. Guaranteed, continued ruthless oppression or something
called Freedom…
o

o

o

o

To be perfectly clear, the South Korean People, Press, and Military must now communicate by any means
to those in North Korea the Truths of this Peace Plan, of the needless and current threat to them by KJU’s
the nuclear program, and the solemn fact that no nation, especially the US any desire to attack or occupy
their land. Make it happen!
o

o

o

o
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How the World Really Views North Korea and KJU
Regardless of what the Kim family propaganda machine has taught the good people of NK from
childhood and over the last 65 years, no nation in the World, especially the United States, has had any
desire nor intent of invading and/or occupying their country. Period!
Why would any nation even want to invade NK? If some nation really wanted to attack NK it would have
happened decades ago! Consider that in 1950 at the start of the bloody Korean War, the US could have
simply dropped its third nuclear bomb on Pyongyang, NK. And in those post-World War II days, there
were some in the US that wanted to drop “the bomb” on Pyongyang, but were obviously voted down. If
the US had decided then to drop just one – then we would not even be having this discussion!
The American people do not want a ground war with North Korea. Neither do the SK and NK
populations. And the US leadership had better get their heads around the reality. We the People, will not
support nor tolerate a repeat of the Korean War (1950 to 1953). It was a humanitarian disaster for both
sides with the tragic losses of both military and civilian lives. In that ground-based war, the grim human
statistics are as follows:
•

The US military lost 54,246 killed, with 103,284 wounded.

•

South Korean military had some 200,000 killed.

•

North Korea and China militaries had some 1,000,000 killed.

•

Some 1,500,000 civilian lives were lost on the Korean Peninsula.

And that terrible carnage was accomplished using only World War II military technology.
The US cannot go down the “ground war” road again on the Korean Peninsula. Further, America cannot
allow, as we were forced to do under the cowardly Bush/Cheney Iraq war effort, to “Draft” National
Guard troops into a foreign war assignment. The American government would need to restart the entire
Selective Service Draft System that ended in 1976. While it would actually be beneficial for America
restart the Draft for men and women – doing it in order to support a second Korean War would not be
acceptable to the American public. Conducting any ground war on the Korean Peninsula would be
complete military insanity.
Should the irrational dictator KJU foolishly decide to start any “conflict” with SK and/or the US –
America’s infinitely superior Air and Naval power will unmercifully bomb NK.
It is critical, for all parties to understand that if US military action is required – there will be no mercy
given to anyone! KJU will not be able to hide behind the tragic additional losses of civilian children,
women, and men in the military response. This is the brutal and bloody difference between the World’s
past problems with first two (2) Kim Family Dictators and the current version. Those two
“confrontations” did not include nuclear weapons and long-range missile technology. That was then.
This is now. This will not go gently!
The NKM must certainly already does grasp the brutal reality of the unnecessary situation that KJU has
placed they and their families in. So many of their families will surely die, unless they stand up and act
boldly to protect their people from a worthless dictator. And do it NOW!
The US could easily accomplish the appropriate level of mass destruction only utilizing its conventional
weapons. The NKM command very well knows this to be true. They know the KJU is pushing them into
a war that means certain death them and their families. This Plan gives the NKM the “out” many of them
have been silently hoping, if not praying for.
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What North Koreans have been taught in school and what has been reported in the nation’s controlled
press since the mid-1950’s, are purely lies. Basic domestic propaganda designed to keep the regular
population living in fear of invasion from an outside enemy that has really never existed. Their true
enemy has always been inside their borders. Three (3) generations of the brutal Kim Family dictatorship.
In truth, the free nations of the World only want the “national concentration camp” we commonly call
North Korea, to be liberated from its “current” brutal dictator, KJU.
It can be truthfully stated that the nation of North Korea has not been externally threatened in over 60
years. In reality, over those same decades and through this very day – the good People of NK have been
living with fear for their lives. Constant mental torture skillfully orchestrated by three (3) generations of
the Kim Family dictators. Now the NKM has the option of ending that domestic oppression…
Once this Plan would be fully embraced and acted upon, a relieved World could then watch in awe as the
long oppressed NKM is practically converted into a supportive domestic force. To become a positive
national militia whose only purpose is to protect their people and build up their society. They will begin
serving their people just as each state’s National Guard does today in America. This truly dramatic and
historic military conversion can be accomplished. It will also be a miraculous transformation of the NK
national government that the World shall willingly support.
o

o

o

o

As the title clearly states, this Plan is specifically addressed to and intended for the North Korean
Military. The only viable force in NK with the power to bring an immediate, positive, and peaceful end
to this growing military confrontation. And a worthless dictatorship!
The nearly one (1) million men and women of the NKM active military, over all those years have been
forced to harshly control and dominate the daily lives of 25 millions of their fellow citizens. They have
been so forced to do so – or to die themselves – under the skilled and bloody domination of three (3)
generations of the self-serving Kim Family.
•

First, by the 1948 founder of the North Korean State and his grandfather Kim ll-sung. He passed
away in July, 1994. Some 45 years in power. He was actually born to Methodist parents!

•

Second, by his father Kim Jong-il that was the nation’s leader from July, 1994 until December, 2011.
Some 17 years in power.

•

Third, since December, 2011 under the most brutal tyranny of the son, Kim Jong-un. He is not a
Supreme Leader. He is the worst form of Supreme Dictator. Hopefully his will not last any more
than six (6) years…
KJU for example, starves his people, maintains facilities for imprisonment, torture, and death, kills
members of his own family, sends his people to labor in other countries for profit, has prisoners used
for artillery target practice, and too many other atrocities!! Only wishing that was not the Plain Truth.

While all three (3) generations proved to be classic dictators, each generation became worse in their abuse
of the NK people and military.
Truly, three (3) morally sick men that collectively made NK into the longest running concentration camp
in the World! Consider, only three (3) brutal men – over 25 million of their own people – for 65 years.
Words cannot begin to describe the amount of needless pain, suffering, and death. The NKM can and
must now rid their nation and themselves of the evil Kim Family dictatorship.
o

o

o

o
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An Impressive Military Force – But for What Purpose
Today, in fact, NK has the fourth largest military operation in the world! A fact that is rather hard to
justify when no other country in the World has had any interest in invading their country? In reality, the
real purpose of the NKM over those 65 years has always been the protection of the current Kim Family
dictator – from his own people. Securing the on-going brutal control and oppression of the NK
population.
There are approximately 945,000 “active” members (and another several million in reserves) in the NKM,
including the command leadership. That includes whatever “Security Guard” that immediately encircles
and constantly protects KJU from harm by his own people, members of that same military, and whatever
underground opposition groups exist within NK.
The admittedly unprecedented Plan presented herein is bluntly intended to bring an immediate and final
end to the Kim Family’s horrible existence. To close-out over 65 years of oppression, torture, and murder
of so many of their countrymen, families, neighbors, and friends. Again, even killing Kim Family
members “as needed” to retain unchallenged power and maintain absolute dictatorial control!
Today the “Kim Family Dictatorship” is nothing more than a huge military operation specifically
designed:
•

To protect and pamper the dictator KJU, his immediate family members, and his inner circle.

•

To brutally oppress everyone not in the military with the “fear of immediate death, or of
imprisonment, torture, and then death”.

•

And surprising as it is too most people, at the same time to oppress by “fear of immediate death, or of
imprisonment, torture, and then death” – every member of that same NK Military!
Consider that odd reality for a moment. All the way up and down the ranks. No one is safe from
KJU’s paranoia and mood swings! Even a general, in the top ranks that dare exhibit any hint of
betrayal and disagreement with the “supreme leader”. Or for any foolish reason momentarily falls
from KJU’s grace. They are simply disposed of! Deliberate oppression over those same 65 years that
has actually made the NKM afraid of itself! An odd reality for certain.

Yes, actually using the NKM against itself! To dominate with the same absolute fear against any regular
soldier or general should they slightly threaten or offend their “supreme leader”. KJU, who is nothing
more than their Ultimate Dictator.
Again, this bold Plan is offered to ALL 25,000,000 people of NK that have been, are today, and will
continue to live in day-to-day fear of their dictator’s demented mind and random mood swings.
The blunt question the World has for the NKM is who is more important to them? Some
25,000,000 of their fellow citizens, including them and their families, or one (1) self-serving subhuman being? How could there be any debate.
The years of intentional domestic terror will certainly continue, unless this practical Plan is embraced by
the NKM. The NKM that has acted to prop up the horrible regime or else they themselves would fall
victim to its brutality. However, now the Truth and the World’s real intent are known. The World waits
only to support not harm the NK people and its battered military.
The NK people will in time forgive the NKM for living under the same shared fear. All North Koreans
will feel paranoid and quite uncomfortable dealing with freedom for the first time in their lives. It will
literally take most of them years to become somewhat comfortable with peace and freedom in their dayto-day lives. Regrettably, some will never learn to. However, new and further generations of North
Koreans will bless the day of their nation’s re-birth. And celebrate the end of the Kim Family.
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o

o

o

o

Therefore, now is clearly time for the North Korean Dictator KJU to be removed!
It is a Declaration of Peace and Freedom for the Common Good of the people of North Korea.

o

o

o

o
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Peace Plan Expectations of NK, SK, and the US
There can and will be no kicking the can down the road with the third and final Kim!
The prudent and practical requirements of this Peace Plan Agreement are listed below and will be further
detailed after. These are intended as strict and non-negotiable Expectations of NK, SK, and the US:
1. The immediate and literal end to the 65-plus year-old Kim Family dictatorship over the longoppressed people and military of North Korea. This primary objective will reasonably be
accomplished in one (1) of three (3) ways.
To be very clear, this first Expectation on the part of the NKM must be fully accomplished and
verified before any other part of this Plan will even be relevant. It makes all other things possible.
2. The US and all other nations of the World will declare to never to cause harm to the North Korean
people. Never to invade, attack, or occupy North Korea.
3. The NK military and people will to be fully informed of the fact that the outside World wishes them
no harm and only wants to welcome them into the family of nations.
4. For the NK military and people to truly learn that the outside World, and the US in particular, has no
interest or intention of invading their country. That this has been true since the end of the terrible
Korean War in 1953 regardless of what their Kim dictators have wrongly told them all their lives.
Falsehoods also promoted in NKs totally controlled media. That the false external threat has been
Kim Family’s justification why so much of the nation’s wealth has been spent on a massive, but
totally unnecessary military operation.
5. The newly liberated NKM will allow outside non-military Observers from US and countries such as
Switzerland into NK to observe the complete dismantling of all missile delivery facilities and proper
deposition of all nuclear materials and devices.
Note: Item numbers 1 and 5, are critical for the NKM to demonstrate to the World their real
acceptance of this Plan. Number 1, must happen immediately. Shortly followed by an official NKM
communication to the US and the World Press that the NKM will allow the non-military Observers to
enter NK within sixty (60) days to begin their oversite activities.
Once the NKM has satisfactorily taken care of Number 1 and announced that Observers will be
allowed full access to NK for their oversite operation, this Plan will be considered fully accepted and
in operation. It will be warmly supported by all World parties.
And at long, long last, Peace will begin to spread across the Korean Peninsula.
6. The US will then cease all military maneuvers around the Korean Peninsula.
7. The US will begin the orderly withdrawal its military forces to other locations around the world.
8. The NKM will begin to empty the prisons/torture facilities of all prisoners. Those facilities will be
closed. As in any nation some number of ordinary jails are, of course, necessary. However, the
routine torture of prisoners will be ended.
9. Now a major point to be made and respected by all parties!
There will be a gradual decrease in NK’s excessive (and now even more needless) military spending.
This will be a major shift in national spending priority from military to domestic program funding.
Thus, freeing up both national spending and military manpower for use in domestic programs to
improve the day-to-day lives of their people. Sounds good, right? It will however, seriously concern
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some key players – that being the current NKM personnel both up and down the ranks! The
importance of properly addressing this issue must be taken most seriously.
This dramatic shift in spending away from Defense will cause “immediate concern” among NKM
people about losing their employment! However, since the new NKM administration will be in
charge of this Military to Domestic spending transition, they will be able to ensure that the continuing
employment of current military personnel is properly attended to. Only their jobs may change and the
transition progresses. Get the point! A job is a job.
Consider and understand, that all forms of dictatorships throughout world history were and are today
only kept in place by their domestic police and/or military. Look at North Korea, Syria, Egypt, and
Venezuela for a few loud examples (and then there is the Middle East in general). The politically
powerful, the wealthy, and the dictator are kept in power by a well-paid, housed, and fed police
and/or military force. All those ruling entities conspire to keep the Masses in a given country under
the thumb of those internal forces. And often tell their populations that outside forces are threatening
them. As long as a somewhat workable balance is maintained with the Masses, the “peasants” will
not rise up and overthrow the dictator, king or whatever the ruler is called in a given society. Look at
various governments around the world today from that perspective. Think about all of that, because it
is the Plain Truth.
10. Both NK and SK will slowly withdraw/dismantle the “majority” of their conventional weapons builtup along the northern and southern sides of the infamous 38th Parallel.
11. At long last, to prudently open the border between North and South Korea – the De-Militarized Zone
along the infamous 38th Parallel. This will in practical time allow controlled access for families long
separated to more easily visit each other. There will be absolute respect for the sovereignty of both
nations. North Koreans will remain primarily in their own country and not be allowed to just migrate
to SK or China.
While other issues will likely be identified as this accepted Plan is worked over months and years, they
should be minor in scope and will be dealt with fairly. Yes, once all parties are finally working together
toward a peaceful end – it could all be that straightforward.
o

o

o

o
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The Grim Realities of a US vs. NK Military Confrontation
The following will clarify the military options of both NK and the US without the typical propaganda that
the Kim Family dictatorships have always fed their military and the entire NK population – up to this
very day.
1. It is fully acknowledged that it is the US and its military, not SK that are in fact representing SK and
the World in this crisis.
2. The US is only intervening due to the introduction of a nuclear option that is being developed and
promoted by KJU against the World and the US, in particular. No other nation in the World has the
overwhelming military power or the will to use it, if necessary! Some nation must be responsible in
such dire moments in history. Thus, the US is now stepping up and preparing to act – or evil will not
be stopped.
3. In recent years, KJU has been working to create NK’s long-range missile and nuclear weapon
capabilities. The massive costs of this buildup have been sold to the people of NK as required to
protect them from attack by the US. Up until KJUs increased nuclear and missile developments in
2016 and 2017, the US has had no practical reason to even consider attacking NK.
However, due to KJUs recent missile and nuclear weapons testing, and his threatening rhetoric about
attacking the US and others – the US unfortunately now has valid reason to act to protect the
American people, SK, and the World from this reckless and unstable dictator.
4. In 2016 and 2017, KJU has been developing missiles with increasing range and has blatantly tested
them with aggressive launches over Japan, toward Guam and the US.
5. In 2016 and 2017, KJU has been developing long-range missiles with increasing payload delivery
capability.
6. In 2016 and 2017, KJU has been developing increased magnitudes of Atomic weapons. He has been
testing them underground and recently performed the test of one (1) Hydrogen bomb type. Shortly
after that test he threatened the World with a Hydrogen bomb test above ground over the Pacific
Ocean, which would have horrific environmental impacts. Such careless actions will not be tolerated
by the World.
7. KJU in 2017, has intentionally increased verbal threats primarily aimed at the US and President
Donald Trump. Also, against nations in his own region including Japan and Guam. But, not against
China or Russia?
8. KJU in 2017, introduced and repeated threats of possible nuclear weapons attacks on the West coast
of the US mainland. And then against the entire US.
9. The bottom line is that KJU appears dangerously close to achieving offensive long-range missile and
nuclear weapons capabilities. That is the only reason why the World would now need to consider
attacking NK. To prevent NK from finally attaining such a horrific military capability. There is no
other reason. KJU has recklessly and needlessly created a REAL external threat to his own nation’s
very survival. Placing the lives of millions of his people at absolute risk.
10. KJU has ignored and allowed his people to suffer under United Nations sanctions against his nuclear
program. That is what a typical dictator does to their people! As long as he or she is comfortable and
safe – the pain and suffering of their people simply doesn’t matter. Frankly, because they consider
the Masses of their people to be expendable resources and nothing more. Take another look at Syria.
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11. KJU has heard, but ignores the official warnings that the US and the United Nations cannot and will
not allow the NK nuclear delivery capability to become a World reality. Therefore, time is truly
running out for KJU and his family, the NKM and their families, and general population.
12. Some in the US have foolishly, but not unexpectedly mentioned just allowing NK to become a
nuclear power and then just keeping KJU “under control” somehow. Of course, without ever defining
the “somehow”. Such comments are a fool’s dream and the World’s future nightmare.
It has been mentioned that Japan, South Korea and even Hong Kong could get defensive weapons, to
protect themselves “somehow” from any future aggression by KJU. That of some of the nations in
the region could purchase missile defense technology from the US so they could shoot down missiles
launched from NK.
This is the expected, self-serving mentality of America’s Military Industrial Complex (MIC) – the
Defense Industry. The self-serving Defense Industry mindset that President Dwight D. Eisenhower
first warned the nation about in the 1950’s, is popping up its ugly head once again. He warned that if
the MIC was not controlled it would eventually negatively alter our Domestic and Foreign policy and
spending priorities. President Eisenhower repeated that warning about too much Defense Industry in
his farewell address to the nation the night before President John F. Kennedy was inaugurated. That
brand of “MIC thinking” is what landed the US in Iraq for no good reason. “Ike, was right!
The common-sense response to such foolish suggestions is a simple, “NO”. The US and the World
cannot kick the NK can down the road with this Kim. Because this situation has gone nuclear!
13. The basic conventional “non-nuclear” options that the US has within its far superior military arsenal,
if utilized, will easily result in the death of many hundreds of thousands, if not millions of NKM
personnel and innocent civilians. The US and the World have no desire at all to take such horrific
actions on NK. Especially, with the unavoidable causalities among NKs civilian population.
However, this time around the NKM must fully realize and accept that the threat of civilian
causalities will not deter the US and the World from stopping the KJU nuclear program.
It has recently been reported that the US has three (3) Naval Carrier Groups in place off the Korean
Peninsula.
Consider, with the Stealth plane technology that the US possesses. KJU and the NKM would not
even know the first bombs are even coming until they have already been dropped!
14. KJU’s own “Security Guard” and highest military leaders should consider that anyone located near
KJU were the US to commence military action will be among the very first to die.
Consider for a moment that in the early 1970’s, a “regular” US satellite camera could read the
“license plate” on a truck located on a fishing pier in Hanoi, North Viet Nam. That was some 45
years ago! Imagine what our military satellites and drones can easily observe today. There is no
place to hide. Save your own lives…
15. These are not idle threats. It is a statement of basic military fact. Although, NK does have a
significant military force it is nothing more than a slingshot compared to what the US could rapidly
drop upon NK.
And again, that is only with conventional, non-nuclear weapons. God help us all if the US determines
that the nuclear alternative is necessary to stop KJU. Imagine just one (1) nuclear weapon dropped
directly in the center of Pyongyang.
Be assured KJUs nuclear program will be destroyed one way or the other. Be assured that KJU and
the NKM leadership are very well aware of all this, but none of them dares to talk about it in public.
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KJU would simply have them killed. The NKM leadership knows that KJU’s needless nuclear
buildup is pushing their nation to the brink of destruction. That is why they could and should very
well welcome and take action on this Plan’s offer. It is their only safe way out of the crisis that KJU
has placed them all in. The only safe way out for their families.
Past Treaties with the US and/or the United Nations with KJU’s father and grandfather did not
involve nuclear capabilities, nor the threat of their use. That was then, this is now.
Diplomacy and paper is not an option to resolve the current confrontation. That is the position
President Trump has repeated recently. Also, that the nuclear option against NK is still on the table.
This crisis cannot totally end until the nuclear weapons and missile facilities are being physically
removed from NK. And, logically KJU will need to be “removed” before that will happen.
The hard reality when defining the reason why so many conflicts, even wars just seem to go on and
on, is that if you really want Peace to ever arrive – you must start killing the right people. Not a joke
– so very true.
16. To make things worse, KJU demonstrates no recent interest in negotiations toward dismantling his
missile and nuclear programs. And at this point, now mid-November of 2017, frankly who could
possibly trust in any treaty that he would sign? He will never willingly dismantle the missile and
nuclear weapons facilities.
Who could rationally wait through months of negotiations with KJU over a treaty that would never
demand the complete removal of those weapons? The World and the US will not!
The NK Military must wake up to the “there will be no treaty this time around” reality. Plus, the
absolute threat to their lives and the lives of their families. Again, if the US must attack NK to
resolve this situation, civilian lives and deaths will not matter. It becomes war!
Just as it would be if KJU lost his mind one day and decided to bomb Nome, Alaska or Portland,
Oregon or Seattle, Washington in the US. The NKM needs to solemnly conclude that protecting their
dictator’s reckless life is simply not worth losing all of theirs! And take appropriate action.
17. To be absolutely clear to the NKM and the people of NK – US military forces will never launch a
ground attack on their country. The US and over 325 million of its people will never accept the
guaranteed loss of tens of thousands (and probably more) of our military people in such a foolish
exercise. The American people will simply not allow it. If war became required to end this mounting
confrontation, the US has the ability to bomb NK into utter submission with very little loss of its own
military people. The loss of a single American military man or woman is too many.
18. Now for a harsh reality of this confrontation.
KJU mistakenly believes that the US will not attack NK because of the number of conventional
weapons he and his father and grandfather have built-up of the north side of the 38th Parallel over the
last 65 years. And it is very significant! Because those conventional weapons could easily reach
Seoul, SK – level much of the city – potentially killing millions of people. Bluntly, KJU is very
wrong to think that way any longer.
KJU is foolish to assume that such a severe human cost will save him from the raft of US military
power. Again, his worthless life is really the only thing he is truly interested in saving.
The US military will absolutely bring death and destruction down on NK and sadly put what might be
left of it farther back into the Stone Ages than it already is, should this nuclear development and
provocation continue much longer. The US would practically be required to take such horrible
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actions in order to prevent a future nuclear attack by NK on the US mainland or any other nation in
the World.
Otherwise, the World would stupidly need to learn to live with the constant threat of such a nuclear
attack by NK’s irrational dictator. That would most certainly be his next propaganda program after
attaining long range nuclear delivery capabilities. The world simply cannot and will not allow that to
happen. Such preemptive military action by the US would be the grimmest real-life example of
cutting the World’s losses!! The harshest human reality.
Thus, keeping the horrific human carnage confined to the Korean Peninsula! Reality is just that –
real.
19. To prevent the distribution of nuclear technology to “other unstable states” that the KJU would
certainly promote for financial gain.
20. To make the current confrontation scenario unsettling from the US side of things, we have a
commander-in-chief in the person of President DJT that is as diplomatically inexperienced as KJU in
too many ways. Both are evidently not comfortable with serious international diplomacy. And, both
prefer to exchange increasingly hostile and threatening rhetoric. As a result, this confrontation has
egotistically advanced beyond the point where prudent and practical negotiations could even be
entertained. Or again, even believed!
21. KJU and North Korea must and will be separated from long range missile and nuclear weapons
technology.
This all paints a very bleak, yet realistic picture of the situation confronting the World. The potential real
results are uglier than any rational person or nation ever wants to imagine.
Please review this section again if you need to! This is all so deadly serious.

o

o

o

o

Therefore, it is now time for the NKM to bring an abrupt end to the Kim Family dictatorship.
It is their grand opportunity to give real Peace and Freedom
room to breathe and grow in North Korea!
o

o

o

o
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The Terms for Peace Plan Acceptance by the NK Military
Should those in the NKM decide to accept and forcefully act on this Peace Plan Agreement, they will
immediately demonstrate their commitment to a concerned and willing World.
The following Plan requirements will be accomplished by the appropriate parties within a practical
sequence and timeframe.
1. First of all, and most importantly is the immediate removal of KJU from any and all power in NK.
Factually, that critical and mandatory event will only be accomplished in one (1) of three (3) ways.
Option One, and what could likely be the only viable approach – is the immediate termination of his
physical life!

Option Two, KJU would immediately be taken into armed custody. Then to be sent into immediate
exile to some willing nation. Exile that must happen without any delay and with no negotiations to be
tolerated. Or, immediately back to Option One!
KJU would be beyond fortunate to be allowed to continue living. This is as real as such situations
can possibly become. However, that immediate action is absolutely required!
His wife and children would be protected and safely exiled.
The brutal KJU dictatorship is a curable cancer in the nation of North Korea. The termination of his
life (if needed to be done) will need to be verified for the World to observe. That would be
satisfactorily demonstrated by the immediate presentation of his remains at one (1) of the primary
checkpoints along the 38th Parallel. There is some poetic justice in that, I believe.
Thus far, the US, the United Nations nor any other nation has “openly” suggested regime change in
NK. If anything, most have actually said they did see the need for regime change. They are fools.
To be perfectly clear, this Plan is offered by and speaks for the World. The People of the World are
individually and collectively sick to death of wars and dictators. Therefore, KJU will need to be made
an example of in this military confrontation. Then, maybe Iran will get the World’s message and
simply back away from attaining nuclear weapons capability. And, will suspend and destroy all
existing missile facilities with unrestricted outside verification!
The US, the United Nations, and the World will not kick the can down the road for the third time with
the Kim Family. It would be utter diplomatic and practical stupidity, putting it very nicely. This is a
most serious nuclear weapons non-proliferation and control situation.

Option Three, although either option 1 or 2 will most likely be required to remove the NK dictator
from power, a third option requiring KJU’s immediate Self-Exile is “offered”. The keyword there
being immediate! To be clear, the third option still expects the NKM to take full control of the
government, to permit the missiles and nuclear weapons to be dismantled and removed, and an
orderly transition to a positive role in leading and protecting the fellow NK countrymen.
Under this Self-Exile option, KJU would certainly set-up his off-shore finances (if he has not already
done so) prior to his rapid exit, thus insuring he and his family’s “comfortable lifestyle” for many
years to come!
Frankly, this could very well become KJU’s preferred option if and when he finally realizes that his
ill-advised nuclear program is doomed, along with him – one way or the other. He would see it as his
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best way out. If and when he comes to the stark realization that US President DJT is not the type of
character that will allow NK to achieve the nuclear weapon delivery capability that threatens the
World. A firm nuclear non-proliferation policy position DJT has declared many times and that the
entire World supports.
Only time will tell which of these hard options will serve the people of NK at this historic moment.

2. Next, the newly freed NKM will prudently deal with any other military personnel as required to bring
an absolute end to the oppression that has ruled over NK all these years. The constant brutal
oppression that ruled over both the military and the general population will thankfully be brought to
an end. This minor purge will be difficult. It will of course be handled internally and swiftly. The
World does not want NK to become just another form of military backed dictatorship as exists today
in nations like Syria, Egypt, and Venezuela. All NK people deserve and will have freedom from
domestic oppression.
It must be duly noted that the 75 million people of SK also live with the fear of KJU’s
conventional weapons buildup along the northern side of the 38th Parallel – the Demilitarized
Zone. Knowing for too many years that they could die in only minutes if those weapons were
used. The younger SK generations realize that their life could be cut short at any time, while the
old generations simply want KJU dead!

It could be argued that once the primary cancer of KJU has been removed from the nation, there may
not really be that much more to cut out! Hopefully that will be the case. However, practically there
are those around KJU that simply loved the fear, pain, and suffering they were inflicting on their
fellow citizens. At the same time, all should accept that there are certainly those even at the highest
NKM levels that did what they were expected to do or knew they would be killed. The members of
the military will certainly know the difference when the time comes. Harsh reality, but again it must
and will be done.
A great governing oppression will be removed from all the people of NK. The new people-oriented,
NKM national leadership will be born and developed with the help of the outside World. The newly
organized NKM national leadership that will never resemble the cancer it replaced.
North Korea as a nation will truly be “born-again”.
3. Next, the new NKM leadership will be responsible for completely dismantling, and destroying all
missile and nuclear arms facilities. Within approximately sixty (60) days the reorganized NKM
leadership will allow non-military personnel from the other nations to enter NK and assist with the
missile dismantling, destruction, and denuclearization process. The World will help oversee this
process to its complete and physical end. Period!
The NK nuclear capability is unnecessary in a world that only wants to have NK as a peaceful
member of the world community. Thus, NK will never become a member of the limited community
of nuclear nations. Neither will Iran. There are already too many.
4. The newly freed NKM will begin to clean-out the prisons/torture facilities of all prisoners, and could
well level most of them to the ground. It may well be that some of the staff running those horrid
facilities will also need to meet their physical end because they actually enjoyed their torturous duties.
Those lowest forms of human beings are frankly better off dead. Again, the members of the NKM
will know who those butchers are and they shall deal with them accordingly! An internal affair.
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5. Finally, the long feared NKM will accept their new responsibilities – to “serve and protect” their
fellow citizens. To serve the exact opposite of the role they were forced to perform under the brutal
Kim Family. They will go from being the oppressors of, to the supporters of their fellow citizens.
They will begin to serve and support the Common Good of their people. The first awkward steps into
a more democratic form of free, people-oriented government. The NKM’s conversion will of course
be tedious and take some time to mature. The supportive World will be watching and actively
participating in that critical transition.
The NKM will no longer be permitted (required) to oppress, imprison, torture or otherwise threaten
their fellow North Koreans. Now they will be allowed to and indeed expected to care for the general
population.
Consider for a moment, that the NKM’s past brutal conduct is not comparable to that of the German
military’s abuses after only a few years of World War II. The people in the NKM were taught from
childhood and over a 65-year period to fear the United States, and the West. However, they also
learned by experience to fear three (3) brutal generations of the Kim Family! As each NK citizen got
older they eventually realized that the “supreme leader” was actually their greatest daily fear.
Many have wrongly called the NK population a “cult” that worshiped the Kim family. Similar to the
way the Japanese people really did worship their Emperor prior to and during World War II. The vast
majority of North Koreans hold KJU in the lowest regard…
Now, their life-long oppressor will have finally been removed. The NKM will be able to learn how to
live in peace in their own country and with their fellow citizens. No longer expected or allowed to
terrorize their neighbors – or else die.
Appropriate staff (non-military) from the US and other nations will assist the NKM in an as needed
reorganization of the existing NK government. This process could be somewhat tedious, timeconsuming, and uncomfortable, but is an essential part of the NK’s now dictatorial government’s
transition. As you would expect some of the existing government personnel will be practically
reassigned during these tedious, yet practical changes.
o

o

o

o
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The World Will Support a Free North Korea
A reassured and thankful World will “step-up” and be supportive of the new NKM government and the
North Korean people as they transition from their lifetime under absolute tyranny. Nations and other
entities will act in various ways to support of the North Korean people, as appropriate.
•

To help NK with needed food, as well as, support for their agricultural programs.

•

To help them develop commercial trade with a friendly and willing World of nations.

•

No armed members of the military of the United States or South Korea will ever enter North Korea.
The US and SK personnel will be willing to assist the NKM in transitional activities, as requested.

•

The United Nations, the International Red Cross, and many other humanitarian organizations from
around the world will help with a flow of supplies and other necessities to help stabilize the depressed
North Korean population.

•

Organizations will work with NK farmers to improve their agricultural system, as needed to feed their
own nation.

•

The Methodist Church for one (1) which is well represented in SK and other religions will minister to
the NK people, as they may request.

•

With the missile and nuclear programs completely shut down, going forward all those national funds
and their scientific talent will be focused on helping their citizens to have a better life.

•

Renewable energy industries will give NK a long needed electrical capability for the general
population. Of course, without any nuclear energy options. As seen from space at night over 80% of
NK is in total darkness. The concentration camps!

•

South Korea, the United States, and other nations will support the new North Korean leadership in
forming their new government. That fresh, more democratic government will necessarily go through
a well-staged and very deliberate transition from the dictatorial military model – to a more peopledriven model such has been developed in Europe and America.
The NKM and the NK population cannot be expected to transition from decades of pure dictatorship
to a more democratic model overnight. The long-oppressed people of North Korea will need time to
get comfortable with and even trust in an environment of freedom, positive security, and basic day-today Peace. What a concept!

Hopefully one day very soon, the newly liberated people of North Korea will be able to embrace their
Independence and begin a fresh and peaceful Way of Life!
And to that real possibility I must say, amen…

o

o

o

o
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And in the End – To Prevent a Horrific War and Save Your Families
It has been reported recently that KJU is telling the NK population that they could win a war, even a
nuclear war against the US. If he does sincerely believe such nonsense, then he is certainly a fool and
there is all the more justification for what this Plan proposes. It has been observed that sometimes
dictators actually begin to believe their own propaganda. In this case, such belief will prove deadly for
KJU.
These are the Big Picture numbers:
•

KJU is one (1) person.

•

He deliberately makes the lives of his 25 million North Korean people and his military miserable.

•

He also makes some 75 million South Korean people live in constant fear of sudden death with his
irrational mind and with the mass of conventional weapons along the infamous 38th Parallel – the
Demilitarized Zone.

•

And now because of a needless nuclear program KJU could soon become a constant threaten to some
7.5 billion people around the World.

That makes some 7.5 billion good reasons why the governments of the World must support this Plan in
any manner that they could. It is simply Common Sense.
o

o

o

o

In Plain Truth, only those within the ranks of the NKM can claim this “one-time” opportunity for North
Korean Independence. The NKM will choose to do this if and only if, they learn of this Plan and accept
“the truth and the near-term danger” of KJU’s current nuclear course of action. Many of them already
know the horrific peril KJU has placed them and their families in today. With this Plan, the NKM will
see they have a REAL opportunity to escape his oppression and the pending catastrophe he is bringing
down upon their nation. It is only their decision.
The NKM can now decide to save their nation from the deadly results of KJU’s the needless missile and
nuclear weapons development. An approaching human catastrophe they did not create and simply do not
deserve. A hellish, avoidable confrontation that NK will certainly lose and the horrifying pain it will
bring down upon them and their loved ones. Could there be any greater human motivation for action?
o

o

o

o

And in the end, the World cannot and will not allow anyone with the self-serving, abusive, and erratic
mentality of KJU, to attain a deliverable nuclear capability. That grim event cannot and will not be
allowed to happen.
The US representing the World, will not hesitate to eliminate KJU and his government, and to bomb too
much of NK into the ground – causing the unfortunate deaths of countless innocent people in NK and SK,
as well! Rightly driven by our own national self-preservation instincts! The Plain Truth, again.
As they say, such military action against NK is not an idle threat on the World’s part – it is a promise.
Rather, let us come together under this Peace Plan Agreement to make a more peaceful world and future
for all parties involved.
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The good people of North Korea and its Military, South Korea, the United States, and the rest of the
World desire only to make the Peace, not to conduct a War. There are truly so few obstacles to be
removed and so much benefit to be realized by so many innocent people.
o

o

o

o

These are the objective observations and analysis of one (1) of the World’s 7.5 billion people sincerely
writing for all of the others.
These words are earnestly intended for the near and long-term Peace and Preservation of the good people
of North and South Korea.
We are all sharing this fragile planet. The better that people live within every country, then the better the
planet is for us all to live and prosper in.

Now may God bless you, those you love and otherwise care about,
and the other 7.5 billion people of this World that you and I will never, ever meet…

o

o

o

o

A. J. Wildman
11-20-2017
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